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Learning Outcomes
Participants will be able to

● differentiate learning and behavioral expectations
● list learning and behavioral expectations integral to the 21st-century university 

classroom and student
● draw comparisons and differences in expectations for blended, online and 

traditional learning environments
● communicate expectations in multiple, digital means that can also translate to 

print and face-to-face methods
● design a syllabus and course that complements these expectations



Learning Expectations
● Learning environment 

protocol.
● Participation in the learning 

environment.
● Prior skill level. 

Behavioral Expectations
● How faculty and students 

interact with one another 
and conduct themselves once 
within the learning 
environment. 



Discussion
What learning and behavioral expectations 

do you have for your courses? 

What is similar or different among your 
courses?



Learning Expectations
● Class preparation
● Class participation
● Time dedicated to the course
● Mode (presentations, online 

classes, off-campus work)
● Collaboration/Group work
● “Trigger Warnings”

Behavioral Expectations
● Communication
● Technology use
● Instructor and student 

presence
● Civility/Respect/Netiquette 



Discussion

How are expectations 
communicated to students? 



Discussion How are expectations communicated to students? 
Written Communication

What you say
syllabus    |   assignment instructions   |   feedback   |   weekly messagesWarning!  

Instructions cannot 
compensate for poor design.



Discussion How are expectations communicated to students? 
Written Communication

What you say
syllabus    |   assignment instructions   |   feedback   |   weekly messages

Warning!  Instructions 
cannot compensate for 
poor design.

Modeling
What you do

classroom procedure    |   discussion forums   |   teacher/student examples

Learning Design
How the course works

session routines    |   activities   |   feedback   |   course structure



Example Expectation: Students should consult course documents and each 
other about course questions before consulting the professor.

Written 
Communication

syllabus
align assignments to syllabus
email responses to questions

Modeling
Encourage peer inquiry 
rather than professor 

authority:
discussion format

cohorts

Learning Design
Location of primary 

resources: 
searchable syllabus

Quick Mail/contact list
Q & A Forum



Your Example Expectation: ___________________________________________________

Written 
Communication Modeling Learning Design



Discussion

How are learning and behavioral 
expectations different in an online learning 
environment (hybrid and/or fully online)?



Learning Expectations
● Class preparation
● Class participation
● Time dedicated to the course
● Mode (presentations, online 

classes, off-campus work)
● Collaboration/Group work
● “Trigger Warnings”

Behavioral Expectations
● Communication
● Technology use
● Instructor and student 

presence
● Civility/Respect/Netiquette 



Learning Expectations
● Class preparation
● Class participation

● Time dedicated to the course
● Mode (presentations, online classes, 

off-campus work)
● Collaboration/Group work
● “Trigger Warnings”

Time Commitment

“The OU Student Catalog states that the standard 
Oakland University course is a 4-credit course which is 
scheduled for 200 minutes per week of ‘seat time’ 
engaged with the material. It requires the equivalent of 
12 hours of work per week for a 15 week semester.”



Learning Expectations
● Class preparation
● Class participation
● Time dedicated to the course
● Mode (presentations, online 

classes, off-campus work)
● Collaboration/Group work
● “Trigger Warnings”

Behavioral Expectations
● Communication

● Technology use
● Instructor and student 

presence
● Civility/Respect/Netiquette 



Discussion - What is a technology policy?

What do you have your students do when:
● They lose power?
● They lose their internet connection (especially 

during a timed quiz or exam)?
● Can’t get the technology to cooperate?



What should I include in my technology policy?
● Resources

○ Support team contact information (e-LIS, WebEx)
○ Ideas on where to go if you lose power/internet connection (campus, local library, coffee shop, etc.)

● What to do
○ Contact the appropriate support team
○ Don’t contact support on behalf of your students - details get lost in translation
○ Ask them provide specific details of what happened to the support team

■ Which activity, assignment, or quiz?
■ What were you doing when it happened? 

● Netiquette

Example available in handout



Behavioral Expectations
Communication Technology use Presence Civility

Classroom Approaches

● Zero tech: promoting mindfulness and distraction-free learning

● Anything goes: Autonomy for adult learners

● Texting breaks

● Identifying tech offenders: laptops vs. phones



Behavioral Expectations

To laptop, or not 
to laptop?

Is it better for students to take notes 
on a laptop or by hand?

BY HAND
Students who took notes by hand 
better answered conceptual questions 
about the instructional content
(Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014).

Communication Technology use Presence Civility



Behavioral Expectations
Communication Technology use Presence Civility

Classroom Approaches

● Zero tech: promoting mindfulness and distraction-free learning

● Anything goes: Autonomy for adult learners

● Texting breaks

● Identifying tech offenders: laptops vs. phones

● Let course design be your guide



Behavioral Expectations

To laptop, or not 
to laptop?

Depends on Purpose
WRT 1060 Example:
Laptops were encouraged because
● Collaborative use in Google Drive
● Hybrid class format
● Referring to research articles/guides
● Active learning format intrinsically 

discouraged distraction

Communication Technology use Presence Civility



WRT 160 Example:
Laptops were encouraged 
because
● Collaborative use in 

Google Drive
● Hybrid class format
● Referring to research 

articles/guides
● Active learning format 

intrinsically discouraged 
distraction

Example: “Challenge” Format In-Class Activity
Example available in handout



Behavioral Expectations
Communication Technology use Presence Civility

Classroom Approaches

● Frequency: How often instructor will communicate with students

● Formality: How students address instructor, relationship boundaries

● Peers: How students work with and communicate with one another



Behavioral Expectations
Communication Technology use Presence Civility

Classroom Approaches

● Spatial: How students and instructor use classroom space (seats, tables, 

aisles, podium)

● Availability: How instructor and students interact

● Participation: What students and instructors do to engage in learning



Behavioral Expectations
Communication Technology use Presence Civility

Classroom Approaches

● Controversy: The role of contentious subjects in the course and how to 

deal with them in a way that promotes learning outcomes and respects the 

learning community

● Conflict resolution: How instructor and students are expected to handle 

conflicts with course content, instructor, or peers



What expectations are communicated 
before the first day, on the first day and in 

the first week of classes? How?



Before the First Day



What expectations are communicated 
before the first day, on the first day and 

in the first week of classes? How?



Collaborative Learning Expectations
Make the first class a model of a 
typical session in your course.
● Communicated the first day of 

class - Use of group sorting 
technique



Week 1 ONLINE: Collaborative Learning Expectations

       Randomly assigned GROUPINGS



Discussion What expectations do students have of you 
and the course?

How do you know?



Expectations in 21st Century Learning Environment
Recommended assessments correlate with their learning expectations

1. Frequent
2. Varied
3. Offer choice
4. Formative
5. Applied

6. Authentic
7. Relevant
8. Develop competencies
9. Linked to employment
10. Tied to course structure

Price, 2017



Expectations in 21st Century Learning Environment
Recommended assessments correlate with their learning expectations

1. Frequent
2. Varied
3. Offer choice
4. Formative
5. Applied

6. Authentic
7. Relevant
8. Develop competencies
9. Linked to employment
10. Tied to course structure

Price, n.d.

Do your expectations 
align with these 
expectations? 

How can students see 
how they are aligned?



Collaborative Learning Expectations:
Ask them their expectations directly
● Communicated the first day of class - 

Use of group sorting technique
● Small groups answer questions about 

their expectations for the course 
(collaborative work, defining research, 
defining writing, writing challenges in 
school)



Online Discussion Forum Version Learning Expectations
● Online forum asks students to share their experiences with reading, 

writing, and learning generally. Replaces the more generic ice-breaker 
forum.  

● Practices what I model and instruct as far as expectations for discussion 
forums.

● Allows students to better understand how their expectations differs with 
others.

● Allows me to relate their experiences and expectations to our course 
expectations and learning outcomes.

Example available in handout



What can you communicate, model, and design in 
first day and week of classes to best communicate 

STUDENT expectations? 
The weeks after?

If you expect students to engage in a hybrid course... … do these activities within the first week.

If you expect students to trouble-shoot issues... … give them direction on how to do so.
… redirect them when they go to you to 
trouble-shoot.
… ensure trouble-shooting needs are minimal.

If you expect students to prepare for class... … make this preparation integral to class design 
(perhaps consequences for not being prepared).



What can you communicate, model, and design in 
first day and week of classes to best communicate 

INSTRUCTOR expectations? 
The weeks after?

If students expect you to review drafts of work...
… explain when and where you will do this and 
under what circumstances, and give them 
options for how else to receive feedback.

If students expect you to lecture and quiz (and you don’t)... … model how class will run the first day/week 
and explain how your class format best meets 
the course’s learning outcomes.

If students expect you to answer an email within 15 minutes...
… write in the syllabus the expected response 
time frame and stick to it.



The Syllabus
List student AND instructor expectations, including tech policy. Example available in handout

Use syllabus content order and design to communicate priorities.

Commit to updating syllabus as needed, communicating this update, and making it available to students.

Plot ways to refer to the syllabus beyond the first day of class.
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